Avoiding and Managing the Failure of Conventional Crowns and Bridges

Abstract: The replacement of crowns and bridges is a common procedure for many dental practitioners. When correctly planned and executed, fixed prostheses will provide predictable function, aesthetics and value for money. However, when done poorly, they are more likely to fail prematurely and lead to irreversible damage to the teeth and supporting structures beneath. Sound diagnosis, assessment and technical skills are essential when dealing with failed or failing fixed restorations. These skills are essential for the 21st century dentist. This paper, with treated clinical examples, illustrates the areas of technical skill and clinical decisions needed for this type of work. It also provides advice on how the risk of premature failure can, in general, be further reduced. The article also confirms the very real risk in the UK of dento-legal problems when patients experience unexpected problems with their crowns and bridges.

Clinical Relevance: This paper outlines clinical implications of failed fixed prosthodontics to the dental surgeon. It also discusses factors that we can all use to predict and reduce the risk of premature restoration failure. Restoration design, clinical execution and patient factors are the most frequent reasons for premature problems. It is worth remembering (and informing patients) that the health of the underlying supporting dental tissue is often irreversibly compromised at the time of fixed restoration failure.

The provision of conventional crowns and bridges is a common procedure for most general and specialist dental practitioners. It is estimated that more than one million crowns are placed per year under the NHS General Dental Services (GDS) in England and Wales contract with an unknown number placed independently of this. This represents a yearly spend of £117.5 million under the GDS contract alone in the year ending March 2005. It is likely that the total number of crowns placed (NHS, insurance and self-funded) is double that figure.

All qualified dentists will have encountered the failure of crowns and bridges (Figure 1). The most recent Adult Dental Survey confirmed that 37% of adults have one crown or more (mean = 3) and 7% of adults have a bridge (3% aged 16–44 years and 14% aged 55–74 years). Unfortunately, the number of resin-bonded bridges still remains disappointingly low. Bartlett and co-workers have previously commented that practitioners are more likely to prescribe conventional bridges than adhesive alternatives.

If conventional crowns and bridges are prescribed and maintained well they are likely to provide good clinical service and value for money. However, unless the restorations outlive the patient, they will eventually fail. The commonest cause of crown and bridge failure is caries (Figure 2). Many restorations will also fail as a result of de-cementation, or partial de-cementation in the case of bridges. For many bridge failures it is difficult to know whether de-cementation of an abutment preceded the caries or not. The authors consider that partial de-cementation and the...
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The breaking of the retainer seal is a common cause of catastrophic caries beneath bridges. Pulpal and endodontic problems beneath otherwise well-functioning crowns and bridges are common.6-13 This means that dentists will often be required to undertake endodontic access through existing crowns or bridges or after they have been removed.

Tan et al found mechanical fracture to affect 3.2% of their reviewed fixed prostheses.9 It must also not be forgotten that some patients are unhappy with the final aesthetic result of their crowns and bridges.13,14,16 Poor patient selection together with the sub-optimal clinical execution of tooth core build-up, tooth preparation(s), impression-taking, jaw registration and cementation will increase the risk of early restoration failure. Unfortunately, the long-term prognosis of natural teeth beneath failed restorations will be detrimentally affected by these clinical problems.

Figure 2. Gross secondary caries evident after removal of conventional crowns at UR1, UR2 and UL1. The patient will need a different restorative strategy to restore these teeth successfully.

Figure 3. (a) Case 1: A frontal view of the patient described in Case 1 which illustrates fracturing of the veneering ceramic of UR1, UR2 and UL1. (b) Application of Sinfony™ Opaquer (3M ESPE) to the metal sub-structure of the bridge after intra-oral sandblasting. (c) Post-operative review of direct Gradia composite (GC) to mask the fractured ceramic.

Figure 4. (a) Case 2: Maxillary occlusal view. The 3-unit fixed-fixed conventional porcelain fused to the metal bridge in the upper left quadrant replaced ULS with a fracture of the ceramic on the pontic. The 4-unit fixed-fixed conventional bridge of the upper right quadrant replaced missing UR6. The right bridge displayed ceramic fracture on the labial aspects of the UR56 pontics. (b) Buccal aspects of the UR56 pontics. Existing ceramic fracture likely to reflect parafunction and inadequate metal support. (c) Clinical view of the bridge of the upper left quadrant after sectioning and prior to removal and investigation of UL46. Occlusal and palatal sectioning of retainers was achieved with a diamond bur for the porcelain and a new fluted tungsten carbide bur for the metal. The authors never recommend ‘tapping off’ conventional bridges as this is likely to lead to significant irreversible damage to the teeth and cores beneath. (d) The bridge in the upper right quadrant has been removed but occlusal contact between the UR7 and LR7 remains. The problem was resolved by further occlusal adjustment of UR7 and prescription of metal for the occlusal aspect of the future retainer (gold crown with pre-ceramic solder to UR6 pontic). Note some over-eruption associated with the LR6. (e) The same patient as above after cementation of the new posterior bridge in the upper right quadrant. Note that the bridge has been re-designed to incorporate a full veneer precious metal crown which has been soldered to the PFM elements of the bridge. This design allowed less tooth reduction on occlusal and buccal aspect UR7. Current evidence confirms that tooth preparation for posterior PFM accounts for approximately 76% of the coronal tooth structure.26 (f) Cementation of the replacement bridge in the upper left quadrant. Note that the bridge has been re-designed to incorporate a movable joint between the pontic and the mesial abutment. The authors recommend an F/M joint where there is a significant difference in the likely retention offered by the major and minor abutments. The female slot should be placed within the distal aspect of the minor retainer and the male portion integral to the mesial aspect of the pontic. Metal ICP stops on metal surfaces of bridges and buccal ceramic are appropriately supported by underlying metal. (g) Buccal view after cementation of the bridge in the upper right quadrant. Note that the patient agreed to have a metal margin at the collar of the UR5 retainer (favourable lip line) which allowed the clinician to remove less tooth tissue in the cervical area. Metal collars on PFM crowns/retainers outside the aesthetic zone are acceptable to all but the most aesthetically aware patients.
Dentists working in the UK are now among the most likely in the world to be exposed to dento-legal problems. Between 2009/10 there were 1180 complaints received by the Dental Complaints Service at the General Dental Council (GDC). The commonest area of complaint was treatment related to crowns (196) followed by bridges (116).16

This article highlights the important areas of clinical risk and how they can be avoided at the time of initial restoration prescription. With the aid of clinical examples, the article will also offer technical and clinical advice that can be used at the time of failure.

Clinical examples of failed conventional fixed restorations

Case 1 (Figure 3 a–c)

This 67-year-old male patient...
presented with a fractured 10 unit PFM bridge extending from the UR4 to the UL6. The fracture was limited to the veneering ceramic of UR1, UR2 and UL1. The damage was caused by a fall and there was no evidence of damage to the rest of the restoration. The abutments were healthy with no evidence of de-cementation. The patient’s major concern was the aesthetic impact of the damage. Following discussions with the patient, which included an explanation of all treatment options, it was decided to accept the existing fixed restoration and attempt a repair of the fractured ceramic with direct resin. The patient realized that, if this treatment proved unsuccessful, the maxillary anterior bridge would need to be removed to allow careful investigation of the abutments to plan for future treatment.

**Case 3 (Figure 5 a–j)**

This female patient was referred with pain and infection under her conventional bridge in the upper right quadrant and an inability to make occlusal contact and function with her posterior bridges. The patient was a medically well 50-year-old. Figures 5 (a–j) outline the practical steps of investigating the status of underlying tooth tissues and improving (with the aid of crown lengthening surgery and endodontic revision) the quality of the support for replacement restorations. The success of this case relied on the correct planning and execution of static jaw registration.

**Case 4 (Figure 6 a–f)**

This case represents problems that can flow from over zealous technical treatment of temporomandibular dysfunction (TMD). The questions asked by the treating clinician included:

- Is the TMD under control?
- At what vertical dimension will I be able to get anterior tooth contact and how much occlusal space will there be for the posterior fixed restorations?
- Will there be enough remaining tooth tissue to provide predictable fixed mandibular restorations?
- I will be short of occlusal height at LL7 – can I get the patient to accept metal occlusal surface on this tooth?
- Does the patient realize the difficulty of her treatment and the time and effort that will be involved in improving her situation?
- Is the patient happy to wear a splint after completion of treatment?
Risk factors associated with failure of crowns and bridges

Patient issues

Obtaining a thorough patient history is always essential prior to the prescription of de novo or replacement conventional fixed prosthesis. The history should focus on the ‘patient-driver(s)’ for the crowns/bridges, as opposed to accepting the space or using an adhesive bridge, denture or implant(s). The authors ask patients ‘open’ questions designed to encourage a two-way discussion. Examples of such questions include:

- ‘How much does the space worry you?’
- ‘What are the main reasons for you wanting fixed crowns or bridges?’
- ‘Would you consider wearing a denture and, if not, why not?’
- ‘How long are you expecting these new restorations to last?’
- ‘Unfortunately your bridge has failed and the supporting teeth are very compromised. How do you feel about the support teeth being restored with single crowns and either accepting your space or restoring it with a denture or implant?’
- ‘What aesthetic problems do you have with your existing teeth? How do you think that crown and bridge work can help?’

If a patient is wearing a denture it is important to confirm whether it has a flange and, if so, whether it is essential for the maintenance of facial/lip support. A fixed conventional or implant restoration is unlikely to be a good restorative option where the patient needs additional facial support following post-extraction alveolar resorption. In such a circumstance, a flangeless denture try-in is the only way to confirm the feasibility of using a fixed restoration.

It is essential that the patient knows, at the outset, that pulpal death is a circumstantial indication to the repair or replacement of failing crowns and bridges, the patient should be aware that the habit will undermine the survival time of any replacement restorations. All patients who smoke should be offered smoking cessation advice and enhanced prevention measures (e.g. fluoride supplements and more regular hygiene recall).

Crown and bridge factors

Design

Gold crowns have been shown to survive better than porcelain fused to metal crowns. Single unit restorations have also been shown to survive better, and damage fewer teeth on failure, when compared to fixed bridges. The ceramic must always be used appropriately supported by any underlying metal.

Cantilever bridges

Traditional wisdom suggested that pontics should have support by abutments on each side of the span. This view is no longer held, as conventional single unit cantilever bridges can perform well. Ideally, the abutment tooth should be substantial in comparison to the pontic space, eg a first molar supporting a missing lateral incisor. Conventional double and distal cantilever bridges should be used with more caution as both designs are associated with higher failure rates than single mesial cantilevers and teeth with a distal abutment.

Oral hygiene

One of the most important factors that affects the likely performance of replacement fixed restorations is the patient’s ability to clean and maintain his/her dentition. Patients should understand that plaque control around fixed restorations will be more difficult than for natural teeth. Unwillingness or an inability to affect appropriate hygiene will not bode well for any replacement crowns and bridges (Figures 3–5). Patients should be encouraged to use interdental and ‘beneath-the-pontic’ cleaning aids on a daily basis. If a patient is susceptible to caries, then they should supplement their cleaning regime with a fluoride supplement and a thorough dietary analysis should be undertaken and recorded prior to any treatment.

Smoking

Although smoking is not a contraindication to the repair or replacement of failing crowns and bridges, the patient should be aware that the habit will undermine the survival time of any replacement restorations. All patients who smoke should be offered smoking cessation advice and enhanced prevention measures (e.g. fluoride supplements and more regular hygiene recall).
Unfortunately this locks-in sound teeth to other compromised abutments. The survival of any bridge will always be dictated by the most compromised tooth. In general, if the two teeth next to a pontic space are unable to support a bridge predictably, then another restorative option should be considered.

In general, a bridge of more than four units is high risk.21,22

Four missing incisors can be restored predictably with a six-unit conventional bridge, with full coverage crowns placed on the canine teeth. This may be acceptable as long as the patient has rejected a denture or implants/adhesive bridge following unbiased treatment planning discussions. Eventually such a bridge will fail, which will cause compromise to at least one of the supporting canines.

Design of retainer

The authors usually use full coverage crowns for anterior conventional bridges with no movable joints. For posterior teeth the prescription of choice would be both full and ¾ coverage retainers, as these demonstrate predictable survival as major retainers.23 A ¾ crown or onlay can be used predictably as a posterior minor retainer. It should be appreciated that endodontically-treated teeth make poorer abutments than vital teeth and, when restored with a post, they are high risk beneath bridges. This is especially the case in cantilevered bridges and bridges with more than three units.24,25

Material

Porcelain fused to metal crowns are the most common type of full coverage restoration prescribed in the GDS (approximately 80%), followed by full coverage metal crowns and all ceramic crowns. PFMs have been shown by Burke and Lucarotti26 to have a lower 10-year survival than full metal crowns (48% vs 68%) used within the NHS GDS service. A common cause for re-intervention of PFM crowns and bridges is fracturing of the veneering ceramic, which is estimated to cause 2−3% of all failures.27 With modern adhesive technology it is often possible to attempt repair with composite resin, although the long-term performance of such repairs is unknown.

Radiographic assessment

Bitewing radiographs are often underused in the assessment and management of failing posterior crowns and bridges. They provide a near parallel image of the abutment teeth (unlike periapical radiographs that are often compromised by the anatomy of the floor of the mouth or palate). Bitewings are excellent for diagnosing recurrent caries, early bone loss (up to 5 mm) and assessing the amount of likely sound tooth tissue above the alveolar crest.

Conclusion

The cases used in this publication illustrate the challenges present when dealing with failing indirect restorations. Management should always include an initial investigation, which will then be followed by repair, removal with replacement, or use of a different form of restoration.
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